LOLA Clips is a boutique video content sales agency. With offices in London and Los Angeles. LOLA has created a new footage option specifically for Feature Film and TV clients globally.

LOLA offers professionally shot content that has never been sold as clips before. Our exec team has run divisions of some of the largest libraries in the world and its two founders have over 40 years of experience licensing footage to productions in Hollywood and London.

LOLA Clips provides:

**Film, TV & Documentaries** – LOLA represents 50 years of content from ITV Global Entertainment & STUDIOCANAL from the 1930’s to the present day.

**Viral Videos, Police Dashcam, Chases & Fails** – LOLA has a huge library of around 10,000 clips and growing of every genre of viral video content including bloopers, sports, animals, weddings, and lots lots more.

**News Footage** – LOLA has exclusive representation of London’s only news and lifestyle channel London Live as well as news from around the world with its deals from agencies like Channel 9 Australia, AFP & London Live and can access news numerous outlets worldwide.

**Music Performance** – TONY PALMER’s vast filmography of over one hundred films ranges from early works with The Beatles, Cream, Rory Gallagher, Jimi Hendrix and Frank Zappa (200 Motels).

**Drones** – LOLA was one of the first stock footage agencies to work with aerial drone operators we can access material from 72 countries around the world, shoot on demand email info@lolaclips.com to find out more

**Historical Footage** – LOLA has an extensive collection aviation footage all shot on film of every aspect of aviation. Our collection includes transportation and locations all shot on 35mm and can be delivered on 2 or 4K

How to find footage with LOLA
Register once at www.lolaclips.com or simply send us an email info@lolaclips.com and we will research everything for you. LOLA has 25 agreements with footage libraries across the world as well as simple web portal to find and download content.

Ordering Masters
Master files are delivered on Apple ProRes and our automated system will send you a link within a few minutes of emailing the sales rep in your territory.